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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the issue of providing tolerance to both hardware and software faults by defining
several hybrid-fault-tolerant architectures, which can co-exist and work simultaneously at the top of the
supporting environment, and introduces a systematic method for evaluating their dependability, efficiency
and response time. To address general-purpose distributed systems where multiple unrelated applications
may compete for system resources, our architectural solutions have an important concern with adaptation in
the use of redundancy according to system conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The need for developing a unified method for tolerating both hardware and software faults has been
recognised in the last few years, and several proposals in this direction have already appeared in the
literature (Dugan, et al (1995); Kim, et al (1989); Lala, et al (1988); Laprie, et al (1990); Wu, et al (1994)).
The idea of implementing fault tolerance in separate layers (e.g. hardware and software layers) of a
computing system helps in managing the complexity of the derived architectural solutions, but could result
in a too weak approach in coping with the relationships existing between the hardware and the software
behaviour. Integrating provisions for coping with both hardware and software faults can reduce the
overlapping of fault tolerance techniques, thus improving efficiency and performance. Most existing studies
assume that a fixed amount of hardware and system resources is bound statically to a given fault tolerant
structure. The development of an architecture is thus completely isolated from the environment in which it
is intended to operate. Therefore, their focus is restricted to the reliability aspects without any reference to



considerations of efficiency and performance, which are doubtlessly of high interest when making a system
design choice. In fact, in a general-purpose information-processing distributed system multiple unrelated
applications may compete for system resources such as processors, memories and communication devices,
thereby exhibiting highly varying and dynamic system characteristics. By focusing on this type of systems,
in this paper we extend previous work on the topic of combined architectures for tolerating hardware and
software faults and address efficiency and performance as well as reliability issues. In particular, the
objective of our work is twofold. First, we define several architectures by extending existing software fault
tolerance schemes to the treatment of both hardware and software faults. We distinguish between static
strategies that always consume a fixed amount of resources and dynamic (i.e. adaptive ) strategies that use
additional resources only when an error is detected, in the hope that efficiency and performance will be
improved. We are mainly concerned with dynamic strategies and two typical dynamic schemes are exploited
— recovery blocks (RB) (Randell (1975)) and Self-Configuring Optimal Programming (SCOP) (Bondavalli,
et al (1993)). N-version programming (NVP) (Avizienis, et al (1977)) and NVP with a tie-breaker (NVP-TB)
(Tai, et al (1993)) are chosen as two representatives of static schemes for the sake of comparison. Secondly,
we introduce a method for analysing the proposed architectures with respect to reliability, efficiency and
response time aspects, and give examples of quantitative evaluations. Given the very high complexity
involved in an analysis based on a completely distributed, varying environment, here we restrict the
potentiality of such a varying environment by introducing a few assumptions, which obviously limit the
realism of our analysis. Nevertheless, our analysis is a first contribution in the direction of evaluating a fault
tolerant architecture under dependability, performance and efficiency aspects.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 several hybrid-fault-tolerant architectures are
defined. In Section 3 we evaluate the dependability of the architectures under consideration. Section 4
analyses these architectures with respect to resource cost and response speed. Due to space limitations,
only the analysis of the SCOP instance is detailed in both Sections 3 and 4; the complete derivations for the
other architectures can be found in Di Giandomenico, et al (1995). Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS FOR HYBRID FAULT TOLERANCE

This section defines a set of architectures for hardware and software fault tolerance under the assumption of
a distributed supporting environment. Each of our architectural solutions is single-application-oriented.
Conceptually an architecture must request processing resources from the supporting system upon
invocation and return them to the system when the required computation terminates. During the
computation, the architecture may apply for additional resources if necessary. For a given fault-tolerant
application, an architecture contains a set of software variants designed independently (mainly for coping
with residual design faults), an adjudicator (Anderson (1986)) (e.g. an acceptance test or voter) for the
selection of an acceptable output from the results of those variants, and a control program managing the
execution of the variants and taking proper actions in response to the adjudicator output. The related
programs and input/output data may be stored on the disks of some hardware nodes. The adjudicator is
supposed to be replicated on all the hardware nodes supporting a specific architecture, but a selected node is
responsible for taking a final decision from the local decisions and for producing outputs of the architecture.
(As it would be short and simple, the final adjudication is assumed to be highly dependable.) Control
programs are organised in a manner similar to the organisation of adjudicators.

An architecture is denoted by a group of multi-elements X(F, N, Hb, Hmax, ...) where

X indicates a specific architecture for hybrid fault tolerance, equivalent to the name of the selected scheme
for software fault tolerance such as RB and NVP;

F indicates the number of faults to be tolerated and is further expressed by a detailed form: (f, i, j) in
which f is the number of hybrid (that is hardware or software) faults to be tolerated, i is the number of
hardware faults to be tolerated assuming perfect software, and j is the number of software faults to be
tolerated assuming perfect hardware;

N is the number of application-specific software variants;

Hb is the basic (minimum) number of hardware nodes an architecture needs to achieve the given level of
hybrid fault tolerance F;

Hmax is the maximum (total) number of hardware nodes an architecture needs to achieve a given level of



hybrid fault tolerance F when the worst fault situation occurs.

Since realistic examples of implementing software fault tolerance are most based on two or three software
variants (Laprie, et al (1990)), we will restrict our interests to such particular instances.

2.1 Dynamic Architectures: SCOP((1, 2, 1), 3, 2, 4) and RB((1, 2, 1), 2, 2, 3)

An execution of the SCOP((1, 2, 1), 3, 2, 4) architecture is divided into two phases (see Figure 1). In the
first phase, Variant 1 and Variant 2 run on two hardware components and the adjudicator compares their
results. Consistent results are accepted immediately. Otherwise, the second phase begins and executes
Variant 3 and Variant 1 on two additional hardwares. The adjudicator will decide in the end according to all
the four results, seeking a 2-out-of-4 majority. One (hardware or software) fault at least is tolerated; if no
software fault manifests itself during computation, up to two hardware faults will be tolerated.
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Figure 1: An instance of the SCOP architecture (a) and of the RB architecture (b).

The primary variant V1 in the RB((1, 2, 1), 2, 2, 3) architecture is executed on two hardware components
and the results produced by the replicated variants are compared. If they agree, acceptance tests are applied
to them. This agreeing result will be released unless both acceptance tests reject it. In the last case, the
variant V2 will be executed on an additional node and its result released. If the results produced in the first
phase disagree, a diagnostic routine must be applied to the two hardware nodes employed. If one hardware
node is found non-faulty, then the result produced by the variant running on it is released, otherwise an
additional node is requested to execute the variant V2, whose result is then released without any further
check. At least one hardware or software fault is tolerated, assuming perfect diagnostic routines.

Both SCOP and RB architectures are highly efficient when no fault manifests itself during computation,
which is the most likely situation. However, the application that uses these architectural solutions must be
prepared to accept a rare, but still possible heavy degradation in case the second phase is necessary.

2.2 Static Architectures: NVP((1, 2, 1), 3, 4, 4) and NVP-TB((1, 2, 1), 3, 4, 4)

The NVP((1, 2, 1), 3, 4, 4) instance requests four hardware nodes. Three software variants are executed in
parallel on these nodes (according to the schema of Figure 2) and their results compared seeking a 2-out-of-4
majority. This architecture can tolerate any one hybrid fault. If no software fault manifests itself during
computation, two hardware faults can be tolerated.

NVP((1,2,1), 3, 4, 4) and NVP-TB((1,2,1), 3, 4, 4)
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Figure 2: Instances of NVP and NVP-TB architectures.



The NVP-TB approach has been recently introduced by Tai, et al (1993) with the aim of enhancing
performance of basic NVP by modifying the operational usage of the NVP redundancy. The NVP-TB((1, 2,
1), 3, 4, 4) architecture requests three software variants distributed on four hardware nodes as in the NVP
architecture. The variants are executed in parallel, but as soon as two results by two different variants are
produced, a first adjudication phase starts and, only if disagreeing results are observed, a second adjudication
phase is executed involving all the four results, seeking a 2-out-of-4 majority. From the operational point of
view, the NVP-TB instance differs from the SCOP instance for the fact that the three software variants plus
the replicated one are always started, independent of the results of the first adjudication phase. However,
this architecture, although classified as a static one, does improve on NVP in performance, since in most
cases only the first two results produced by two faster variants are needed to complete the computation.

To simplify the notation, in the following the above defined architectures will be simply referred as SCOP,
RB, NVP and NVP-TB.

3 DEPENDABILITY EVALUATION

This section contains the dependability evaluation of the architectures defined in Section 2 adopting a
Markov approach. We extend the analysis in Laprie, et al (1990) by considering a different set of faults our
architectures are to tolerate and by introducing a different model that allows to analyse both hardware and
software faults in a combined framework, starting from a set of special software failures that would lead to
the failure of the whole architecture despite of the hardware conditions. Hardware failures are considered
only when they affect the whole architecture alone or together with some software failures. Basic
assumptions for our evaluation are as follows:

1) failures of hardware nodes are independent; this is a reasonable assumption considering the nowadays
well-established techniques for hardware design. The probability that correct software variants running
on failed hardware nodes produce the same incorrect outputs is assumed to be negligible;

2) compensation among failures doesn't happen, neither between software variants, nor between variants
and their adjudicator nor between hardware components and variants;

3) for architectures with multiple phases, the adjudicator exercised in more than one phase will show the
same (erroneous or correct) software behaviour throughout all the phases;

4) hardware faults are independent of software faults (and vice versa): a failure in an hardware
component will cause an incorrect output of the software variant running on it, but will have no
influence upon activating a fault in the variant itself;

5) failures of the underlying communication system are not addressed explicitly (though a failure in the
link connecting two nodes may be considered as a failure in the sending or receiving node).

TABLE 1
FAILURE TYPES, NOTATION AND VALUES FOR SCOP.

  Failure Types Prob. Values
3 variants fail with consistent results  q3v  10-10

2 variants fail with consistent results (the 3rd variant may fail with a different result) q2v  qiv × 10-3

The adjudicator fails, selecting an erroneous result (given that an erroneous result has
been produced)

 qvd  10-10

A variant fails, given that none of the above events happens  qiv  from 10-5

to 10-3

A majority exists, but the adjudicator fails to recognise it (without releasing any result) qd  10-9

A hardware node fails, affecting the variant and/or the adjudicator running on it  qh  10-9

Table 1 shows the relevant types of failures of software and hardware components for the SCOP
architecture together with the values used in the subsequent evaluation example; the detailed dependability
model of the SCOP architecture is illustrated in Figure 3. This model is a slightly simplified one in which the
states representing the execution of the second phase are introduced only when necessary in order to
distinguish among different behaviours of the architecture. Table 2 briefly explains the meanings of the states
and arcs in the figure. By using the set of intermediate parameters shown in the right side of Figure 3, the



failure probability of the SCOP architecture is:

QSCOP = q1+(1-q1)qiv2+pI(qd+(1-qd)(qh2(1-pII(1-qiv))+q3q4))+(1-q1)q2(qiv+(1-qiv)qd+(1-qiv)(1-qd)(1-pIV))

Similar models are derived for the other architectures and the corresponding expressions of the failure
probability determined. Due to space limitations, they are omitted here; the failure probability expressions
for the RB, NVP and NVP-TB are in Di Giandomenico, et al (1995).
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Figure 3: The dependability model for SCOP.

TABLE 2
MEANINGS OF THE STATES AND ARCS IN FIGURE 3.

I, F, S initial , failure and success state of an execution, respectively (F and S are absorbing states)
VP 2 variants are executed on 2 nodes in the first phase; the arc from VP to F is labelled with the

sum of the probabilities of the software failures causing the failure of the whole architecture
without considering the hardware behaviour (i.e. independent failure of the executed variants, and
common mode failures between the variants and between the variants and the adjudicator)

SP1 one variant executes correctly while the other fails, and the second phase is performed
SP2 the two variants execute correctly; the behaviour of the adjudicator is then examined
Fv1 just one variant fails after the first phase; the hardware behaviour is then examined
Ss in the first phase, software components including the adjudicator execute correctly; according to

the hardware behaviour the state S is reached or the second phase executed (states Fh1 and Fh2)
Fh1 the second phase operates due to the failure of one hardware during the first phase; the behaviour

of both hardware and software components in the second phase is analysed
Fh2 the second phase operates due to the failure of two nodes; success or failure of the whole

execution depends on the behaviour of both hardware and variants in the second phase

Figure 4 shows, as an example, a plot of the functions representing failure probabilities of the four
architectures; the numerical values in Table 1 have been chosen for the dependability parameters of SCOP,
while similar values have been assigned to the corresponding parameters of the other architectures.
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Figure 4: Plot of the probabilities of failure for the four architectures.

Despite of certain practical implications, the parameters setting chosen simply constitute a line in the space
of all the possible combinations; this doesn't allow to derive any general conclusion about the dependability
of the four architectures. However, the example seems to be quite consistent with some intuitive
conclusions. Since the influence of the hardware failure is relatively small according to the set of parameters
chosen, it is the software behaviour that makes major contributions to the failure of the whole architecture.
Previous work, for example in Bondavalli, et al (1993), has shown that there is no evidence that, in the
general case, one of RB, NVP and SCOP is better than the others from the software dependability point of
view under comparable conditions. This explains why the curves appear very close in the figure.

4 RESOURCE COST AND RESPONSE TIME

In this section the average resource consumption (i.e. the average number of hardware nodes required) and
response time are estimated for each execution of a given architecture. The numerical evaluations performed
are simply meant as examples to show how such an evaluation can be made rather than to derive definitive
conclusions about the behaviour of the four architectures examined.

4.1 Average Resource Consumption

An execution of the SCOP and RB schemes may require two phases. From the dependability evaluation,
their probability of termination at the end of the first phase can be obtained. Here, the expression relative to
the SCOP architecture only is reported; the complete derivation is in Di Giandomenico, et al (1995).

p1SCOP = pI (1− qd )pII + (q2v + q3v )(1− qd )pII + 2qvd .

Then, the average resource consumptions by the SCOP and RB architectures in one execution are:

AV. RESSCOP = 2 + 2(1− p1SCOP )   and  AV. RESRB = 2 + (1− p1RB) .

NVP executes all of its variants in parallel; therefore it has a constant resource consumption equal to 4.

NVP-TB, although it stops as soon as two equal results are produced by two different variants, generally
executes all of its variants in parallel. Thus, in most cases it has a resource consumption equal to 4.
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Figure 5: Average processing node utilisation vs. failure probability.

From this simple analysis, we can conclude that dynamic architectures have average resource consumption
lower than static architectures. Figure 5 shows the plot of AV.RESSCOP and AV.RESRB as a function of the
probability qiv (the same dependability parameters values as in Section 3 are used). Since for most plausible
values SCOP and RB show a very high probability to stop at the end of the first phase, their average
hardware consumption is almost constant and very close to the amount required to start executing.

4.2 Response Time

The response time analysis is conducted assuming that all the processing nodes are required from the
supporting system, and the proper software is then loaded on them before execution takes place; this
scenario seems the most appropriate to general-purpose distributed systems which we focus upon. To
analyse response time we will follow the same approach used in Chiaradonna, et al (1994); Tai, et al (1993),
but include times relative to hardware components. It is assumed that the time needed to obtain the
processing nodes and to load the software is an independent and exponentially distributed random variable
Wi with parameter λwi. The execution times of different combinations of variant/node pairs are also assumed

to be independent and exponentially distributed random variables Ei with parameter λi, particularly Yd with

parameter λd for the adjudicator. Designating with Yc the duration of an execution of the given architecture,
we will derive its distribution.

Let Yw1 = max{W1, W2} and YE1 = max{E1, E2} denote the times necessary for obtaining two processing
nodes and execute two variants in the first phase respectively. Similarly, concerning the second phase, Yw2 =
max{W3, W4} and YE2 = max{E3, E4}. Therefore, the execution time Yc for SCOP is:

Yc =  
Yc1 = YW1 + YE1 + Yd = max{W1,W2} + max{E1,E2} + Yd , with probability p1SCOP

Yc2 = YW1 + YE1 + Yd + YW 2 + YE2 + Yd , with probability (1− p1SCOP )


î

The expressions for Yc relative to the other architectures can be found in Di Giandomenico, et al (1995). An
example of response time estimation in a realistic situation follows. Reasonable values used for the time
parameters of SCOP are: λi = 1/5 msecs-1, i=1..4; λd = 2 msecs-1; λwi = 1/50 and 2 msecs-1, i=1..4; similar
values have been adopted for the corresponding parameters of the other architectures under analysis. The
probability of termination at some phase has been computed based on the same values already used in the
previous dependability analysis and assigning the value 10-4 to qiv.
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Figure 6 shows the plots of the pdf of Yc in the case of no timing constraints. When the time to acquire a
hardware node is significantly longer than the execution time of a variant, dynamic architectures are better
than static ones with respect to the average response time due to the lower number of nodes the former
necessitates to start an execution (see Figures 6.(a)). In case the time for acquiring a node reduces to be equal
or smaller than the execution time of a variant, the average response time is mainly determined by the
execution time of variants and, with the parameters values chosen for this example, NVP-TB shows the best
behaviour (see Figures 6.(b)). This is not surprising, since NVP-TB, although classified as a static
architecture because of its fixed requirement of four hardware to start an execution, has a dynamic operative
behaviour. The choice of identical (exponential) distributions for the execution time of the variants
contributes to favouring NVP-TB (for example, the time for executing two variants among four comes out to
be significantly lower than executing two variants among exactly two). Changing the distribution and/or the
parameter λ i, could lead to different results. In this experiment, the RB architecture behaves worse than
SCOP, but still no worse than NVP.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This work has presented the definition of a number of dynamic and static architectures for tolerating both
hardware and software faults, and a method for evaluating them with respect to dependability, resource
consumption and response time aspects, assuming a dynamic, although limited, supporting environment.
The analytical results have shown that dynamic architectures have better resource utilisation than static
ones, without compromising dependability. Even from the response time point of view, dynamic
architectures, although often have a longer worst-case response time, in certain application scenarios may
have a higher probability of making a timely response than static designs.

The assumptions made obviously limit the realism of the analysis performed so that no definitive conclusion
on dependability and efficiency of the considered architectures in the general case can be derived from it.
Another serious problem, common to any work of this kind, is the difficulty in obtaining sound estimates
for the parameter values (like correlation parameters). Our work is not supposed to solve this problem;
rather, our intention is to put the current work (perhaps best possible results) forward to a more practical
stage by collectively considering dependability, performance and efficiency aspects. Nothwidstanding
models cannot in general be employed for producing reliable predictions about a system, their usefulness in
showing the relative importance of different phenomena which the designer may hope to control is
undoubtedly of primary importance. Models could be usefully employed, for example, in comparing
different designs to understand the most appropriate solution, and to highlight problems within the design.
It will be objective of future studies to improve the work by gradually releasing the assumptions made here.
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